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We have seen what a blessing the TCII office in Jerusalem is. TJCII people from all over the world (see
below) can now come to a central place where they can meet with Bracha Cale (who runs the office)
and share with the intercessors from Israel and also with Eyal Friedman and Benjamin Berger.
René Leitner, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Austria
From 2 - 6 June, George Ndegwa from Nairobi, Kenya, will come to visit in Hanburg in order to learn
more about TJCII. He will be able to meet with Johannes and others from TJCII Europe. George is a
Catholic layman from Nairobi who has been a leader in Catholic Charismatic Renewal in Kenya.

Israel
Praise Report from TJCII Office in Jerusalem, Israel by Bracha Cale.
In May, there was an influx of visitors to the TJCII Office in Jerusalem and a lot of extra meetings. The
following TJCII representatives participated in both our worship watches, special vision sharing meetings and the monthly prayer meeting: Dave and Raquel Pyles from the USA, Ans and René Leitner
from Holland, Elizabeth Utugi with Vanguard leaders from Kenya, Jana Merasicka from Slovakia, Princess Phillipa zu Salm-Salm from Germany and Christopher Walker, the new TJCII Director of Brazil.
These TJCII volunteers also participated in group information meetings to present the TJCII Vision to
the following people: Jason & Anouchka Hollinger from Switzerland and Les Montées des Jérusalem prayer group from Switzerland, France and Belgium.
"It was so wonderful to meet you and all the other people who were present. And the prayers, they really moved me. I felt such an anointing, such a commissioning, such a sending, from Jerusalem!"
Christopher Walker, Brazil
Individuals and groups can come to this office to share and hear more about the vision of TJCII. For this
you can make arrangements by contacting Bracha: jerusalemoffice@tjcii.org

Poland
June, 1: Another meeting with a small group of people in Jaworze near Bielsko (in the south of Poland
with a presentation vision TJCII. This is the second meeting. We believe that God wants to create another group of TJCII intercessors and collaborators in this place.
June, 9: articipation in a large messianic conference in Lublin (in the east of Poland) organized by KEMO-Kiev and local communities interested in the theme of the role of Israel and the Church in God's
plan of salvation. During the conference, Adam Dylus will deliver the first lecture with a presentation of
the vision TJCII.
(To be continued on the next page)

Romania
Praise report: The NG team did have a blessed time with Fr Vasile in Sibiu, Romania.
They have been able to make meaningful connections with young people in the orthodox
church and are learning about the rich heritage of the orthodox church.

Switzerland
All responsible leaders of TJCII-CH meet on June 30 for a prayer meeting. We want to go
more and more deeply into the TJCII Vision. We want to understand the Lords Word trough
His Spirit.

The Netherlands
15-16 June we will host a group of intercessors from KEMO-Kiev, who will go to keyplaces to pray against anti-Semitism.

Europe

Please send any input for the issue of July no later than June 26th to:
rene.leitner@hetnet.nl

